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slavery and Bondage  
In Central asIa and russIa  

from the fourteenth to the 
nIneteenth Century

Introduction

Serfdom in Russia can hardly be understood when studied outside the 
context of the evolution of forms of bondage in Muscovy and Central 
Asia between the fourteenth and the early eighteenth century. As a whole, 
the history of bondage in Russia and Eurasia provides useful insights into 
the link between overall forms of bondage and war captives, on the one 
hand, and slavery, on the other. Two main sources of enslavement are 
usually mentioned in studies of ancient, medieval, and modern slavery: 
debt (widely conceived as a form of individual and/or social obligation) 
and capture by war parties or belligerent armies. Roughly speaking, the 
first source is specific to a given society, while the second is generated by 
a party transgressing territorial boundaries.1

This taxonomy requires some important qualifications. For example, 
war captives may be offered for ransom, but they may also be sold as 
slaves. Sale of captives within the internal market of the victorious war 
party was quite widespread; however, this shift required the agreement 
of the leaders of the clan or state. The boundary between a war captive 
and a slave was therefore flexible and depended on the relative power of 
military commanders, political leaders, slave brokers, and slave owners 
in negotiating among themselves the disposition of war captives. In this 
respect, slaves and captives in ancient Rome or modern Africa are quite 
different phenomena.
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64 Bondage

In turn, debt and “obligated” slaves cover a much wider and debated 
category, extending from debt bondage to voluntary or involuntary 
submission, and finally to pawnship. Enslavement by consent occurred 
frequently in Africa, India, China, and Southeast Asia. Such slavery was 
usually indigenous, and while it was prohibited by Islam and Western 
Christianity, it was acceptable to the Greek Orthodox Church, Hinduism, 
Confucianism, or Buddhism.2

In this respect, Russia and Eurasia provide a stimulating historical 
environment through which to discuss the appropriateness of the termi-
nology used above and by which to determine whether envisioning the 
phenomena encompassed by such wording is historically warranted.

On these topics, available historiographies provide answers that can be 
sketched as follows: Russia constituted a peculiar historical case in which 
slavery was practiced on Russians themselves. Russia’s backwardness in 
comparison to the West can be confirmed by the persistence of despotism 
and bondage. In turn, Oriental despotism went along with the long-term 
persistence of the nomadic powers in Central Asia, and ultimately, these 
features contributed to keeping Central Asia and Russia out of the world 
dynamics—namely the rise of capitalism in the West—and to the margin-
alization of these areas in the world economy.

Over the last several years, some aspects of these views have been revis-
ited. Peculiar emphasis has been placed on the nomadic powers of Central 
Asia as long-term cultural, commercial, and political forces; to a certain 
extent, Eurasian history now has become a fresh topic, no longer neces-
sarily associated with despotism, nomadic powers, and backwardness. In 
this view, war captives and domestic bondage are far from a symptom or 
source of backwardness and instability. Such a judgment is based upon 
the presumption of the superiority of free labor over bonded labor and of 
territorial states over pirates and nomads.3

A similar judgment orients the main interpretations of Russian forms 
of bondage resulting from capture in war. The existence of slavery in 
Russia is little known outside the circle of pre-Petrine Russia specialists, 
despite slavery’s importance not only for Russian but also for global his-
tory, e.g., the link between slavery and serfdom; the relationship between 
the lengthy Russian history of bondage (most prominently slavery and 
serfdom) to the Gulag; and last but not least, bondage as testimony to 
the Mongol influence on Russia or, vice versa, as a response to European 
world expansion. Answers to these questions require careful analysis of 
slavery in premodern Russia, and such investigation must focus on war 
captives, domestic slaves, and bonded people in their historical definitions 
and overlapping. So who were they?
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A current historiography follows the main, if not sole, reference work 
in a Western language on Russian slavery, Richard Hellie’s book Slavery 
in Russia, 1450–1725.4 Hellie considers the kholopy to have been slaves. 
He initially translated kholopstvo as bondage but later preferred the term 
slavery. Herbert Leventer objected to the latter translation, emphasiz-
ing that the status of Russian kholopy was not transferred to their chil-
dren, that their servitude was temporary, and that they could accumulate 
and transfer property. He therefore thought that kholop corresponded 
instead to the English word servant. Hellie retorted that in Russian, 
kholop was a synonym for rab (slave), and that even if the conditions 
of the kholopy were different from those of slaves in the ancient world 
and in the Americas, they were perfectly compatible with those of other 
forms of slavery.5

This is actually quite a common problem met by everyone who has 
studied the forms of bondage and slavery: to what extent can we qualify 
different forms of bondage to different words and rules, among them 
“slavery”? The question has been raised for various forms of bondage in 
Africa, India, China, the Ottoman Empire, Latin America, Southeast Asia, 
etc. On the one hand, several scholars have stressed the existence of slav-
ery in these various places, at different times.6 On the other hand, many 
other specialists on these areas have replied that local forms of bondage 
(and the related words to express them) cannot be translated as slavery 
insofar as these particular forms of bondage involved reciprocal obliga-
tions, voluntary submission, temporary bondage, and still other kindred 
phenomena that would seem to exclude them from being defined as slav-
ery in a strict sense.7

One position minimizes the historical weight of transatlantic and West-
ern colonial slavery in the Americas by lessening the perceived ubiquity of 
its oppressiveness, while the latter position stresses the historical specific-
ity of forms of bondage and dependence and of the uniqueness of West-
ern slavery. The stakes in these debates are high, as they possibly call for 
reparations from old European colonial countries and the United States 
to the countries from which slaves originated. Contemporary debates 
over the nature informal forced labor (i.e. Eastern European sex trade, 
African child soldiers, etc.) in the twenty-first century also grapple with 
historical definitions of slavery.8

Yet any general definition of slavery misses the point, that is, it does 
not acknowledge how different societies in different times identified legal 
status and labor conditions and assigned hierarchical duties, obligations, 
and, eventually, rights to the people in question. I prefer to adopt this 
last approach, which, in turn, does not avoid comparisons but, quite the 
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contrary, seeks to identify multiple criteria for comparing labor condi-
tions and legal status in different historical contexts.

Our investigation starts by looking at Russian words that express forms 
of legal bondage and then by trying to understand their social and institu-
tional role by comparing legal texts and social practices. This investigation 
shows that the Russian language generated one single word (kholopstvo) 
to express bondage; however, at the same time, within this rubric, differ-
ent forms and gradations of dependence existed, from debt bondage and 
self-sale into bondage to indenture and chattel slavery. This taxonomy 
reflected the fact that kholopstvo was a much less precise category or invari-
ant legal status (as the term slavery connotes in Western language) than 
a spectrum of bondage-related phenomena, each of which was addressed 
specifically by statutory definitions and regulations and/or by contracts.

This situation was not unique to Russia: in African pawnship, for exam-
ple, the major difference from Western slavery and other forms of Afri-
can bondage and slavery was that ownership and transfer concerned the 
contract and not people.9 The same sort of argument can be made for 
Russian kholopstvo. To parallel recent debates about slavery, the critical 
issue is not whether any system of bondage was harsh or mild, but rather 
which conditions were exceptional and which were typical.10 In Russia, 
hereditary slaves comprised barely 10 percent of the kholopy (who in turn 
comprised 10 percent of the population), and they were mostly recorded 
to have lived in Novgorod in the aftermath of the oprichina (1565–72, 
when the Tsar Ivan IV split the state in two and ravaged much of it) 
and during the Time of Troubles (1598–1613, which ended with the 
establishment of the Romanov dynasty in place of the 700-year Riudrikid 
dynasty). All other contracts, as we will see, were limited in time or lasted 
until the death of the master. This difference certainly mattered, although 
more detailed empirical analyses would be required to determine the per-
centage of renewed contracts that ended up erasing this difference. At 
the same time, two major features differentiated these relationships from 
hereditary kholopstvo: a contract remained part of the legal status and, 
therefore, the condition of kholopstvo did not automatically transfer to 
children (even if this issue was not de facto impossible).

The second part of this chapter focuses on war captives. Unlike a 
kholop, a war captive often entered permanent slavery. They constitute a 
historically important element of normative and unusual political activity 
and even turmoil. Over centuries, if not millennia, war captives, pirates, 
and nomadic powers were the rules and not the exceptions in geopolitical 
and economic equilibriums.11 From the twelfth to the eighteenth century, 
captives and slaves were part of the common world for the Mongols, 
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Berbers, Ottomans, Chinese, and European powers. All of them took 
part in raids and the trade in captives, and all made use of slaves. This also 
implies that the Eurasian history of slavery cannot confirm the clear-cut 
opposition between slave and captive, on the one hand, and nomadic 
and territorial powers, on the other. Theorists of state-building12 as well 
as economic historians13 persistently oppose predatory units to central-
ized states. The Mongols are placed in the first category, Europe the 
second. The history of war captives and slaves leads us to adopt a different 
approach, close to that of those who have recently revisited the history of 
the steppes and, more generally, the opposition between national states 
and nomadic and predatory powers.14

Sources for studying these problems are as numerous as they are scat-
tered. Regarding kholopy, the Russian archives provide whole series of 
contracts, civil statuses, and other litigations. Partially exploited by Iakov-
lev, Paneiakh, and Hellie, these sources provide a complete picture of the 
phenomenon. The kabal’nye knigi (i.e., the kholopy registration books) 
are particularly valuable, as are the records of the kholopy prikaz, settled in 
1571.15 Contracts are also available in the Saltikov-Shedrin library.

The sources for studying war captives raise distinct problems, since so 
much of the paperwork has been lost and what has survived is in Mid-
dle-Russian script. The kholopy registers introduced in the sixteenth cen-
tury and diplomatic sources provide some information;16 however, despite 
official rules, war captives were not systematically recorded, and therefore 
their real number must be substantially greater than what extant records 
tell us. We also lack sources from the Central Asian powers.17

This lacuna does not apply to the other important powers in the area 
under study, namely the Byzantine Empire, Venice, Genoa, and, later on, 
the Ottoman Empire, for these polities left an important archival legacy 
on war captives and the Eurasian slave trade. Ottomanists have already 
provided important studies on the market for slaves between Crimea, 
Russia, Central Asia, and the Ottoman Empire, in particular in the sev-
enteenth through nineteenth centuries;18 historians of medieval and early 
modern Venice and Genoa have also provided some remarkable studies. 
Sources in Genoa and Venice include a few in Latin, but more in pre-
modern Italian. Much of our knowledge about trade in Caffa, on the 
Crimean coast, is derived from the commercial deeds and contracts drawn 
up between 1128 and 1290 by the Genoese notary Lamberto di Sambu-
ceto,19 although a precise date for the foundation of the Genoese colony 
there cannot be given. The first historical fact relating to Caffa in the 
Genoese chronicles is the dispatch of three vessels in 1289 by the consul 
of the port, Paolino Doria, to the aid of Tripoli.20
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Kholopy: Slaves, Serfs, or Indentured Servants?

We have already mentioned the debate between Hellie and Leventer 
about translating kholop as slave. Such a translation is partly justified by 
the fact that when Peter the Great abolished this status in 1725, docu-
ments associated the kholop with a slave (rab). This association of ideas 
dates from the early eighteenth century and occurred in the special con-
text of the reforms of Peter the Great. At the time, insofar as slavery in 
the strict sense was prohibited, the word rab designated either a former 
slave, a slave mentioned in the Bible, or the symbolic relationship that the 
nobles maintained with the tsar.21 In fact, kholop meant “the subject of,” 
and could be used referring to the tsar or any superior Russian political 
authority; this word was used in particular for Muslims and Tatars.22 In 
turn, the meaning of rab changed over time. Iakovlev thinks it was of 
Turkish origin and was used to designate Mamluk slaves from Africa, 
who were distinct from slaves originating from Central Asia and Eastern 
Europe. At the same time, in the southern part of the future Rus’, the 
word rab referred to Cumans and Pechenegs. Notably, since the twelfth 
century, the word raba was used for a kholop’s wife in Russian legal and 
common language.23 However, any free person who married a kholop 
was subject to the legal constraints applying to his or her spouse (“po 
rabe kholop, po kholopu rabe”).24 Even more important, the relationship 
between a kholop and his wife was associated with that between the kholop 
and his master, the rab and his master, and a son and his father. In all 
these cases, a mutual although hierarchical relation (of dependence) was 
established. Children, wives, and kholopy had limited but existing rights 
in relation to their “masters” (this category being inclusive of husbands 
and fathers).25

Let us try to grasp the meaning and content of the word kholop.26 
According to Iakovlev, the word kholop derived from a Polish word that 
was associated with war captives since the eleventh century, in common 
Eastern Slavic and later in Russian.27 This is extremely important, as it 
testifies to the common origin of war captives and other bonded people. 
The word kholop then entered the Russkaia Pravda, a collection of legal 
acts that was first compiled in 1016 and put together in its near final ver-
sion during the mid-twelfth century.28 Three main origins of slavery were 
listed there: accepting work associated with a slave; marrying a slave; or 
selling oneself into slavery. In the twelfth-century version of the Russkaia 
Pravda, the general category of kholopy was already highly differentiated 
and ranged from full kholopstvo (obelnyi kholop)29 to indentured servant 
(zakup).30 All of these categories had legal personality and rights.31
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Indeed, the word kholop appeared in quite disparate sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century sources: law collections, judicial cases, private trans-
actions, contracts, memoranda, estate accounts, registrations with nota-
ries, etc. Such documents never speak of kholopstvo in general, but qualify 
the word with adjectives: starinnoe (hereditary), polnoe (full), dokladnoe 
(registered), dolgovoe (obligated, indebted), zhiloe (limited to a period of 
time), dobrovol’noe (voluntary), kabal’noe (limited service contract). The 
latter was by far the most widespread term, found in 80 to 92 percent of 
the known contracts of kholopstvo, depending on the period.32 The mul-
tiplicity of qualifiers is significant, for it indicates a set of distinct kinds of 
contracts rather than a single formal personal status. Elite kholopy (mostly 
placed in the category of dokladnoe kholopstvo) served in the central gov-
ernment/palace administration and in the provincial administration until 
the mid-sixteenth century, in the cavalry until approximately the third 
decade of the seventeenth century, and as estate managers until the time 
of Peter the Great.33 The institution seems to have arisen around the end 
of the fifteenth century, and the last extant registered slavery document is 
dated before the end of the sixteenth century. Some of the major factors 
in this decline were the evolution of the central government from a royal 
household to an administration run by lay bureaucrats. Next was the rad-
ical decline of the large patrimonial estates (votchiny), which had needed 
stewards to manage them, in favor of an increase in smaller service estates 
(pomest’ia) that were increasingly managed by members of the middle 
service class.

Let us now examine the most widespread of these classifications, the 
kabal’noe kholopstvo, which appears in legislation, disputes, contracts 
between private individuals, wills, and estate inventories.34 All these 
documents mention the length of service and the possibility of trans-
forming a six-month or one-year contract into a contract of unlimited 
service,35 although the latter practice was prohibited in the early seven-
teenth century.36 Before that, the code of 1550 already emphasized that 
the kabal’nye were not dolgovye (indebted). In subsequent years (1586 
and 1597), new provisions confirmed that the kabal’nye could remain 
obligated only for the duration of the creditor’s life, and that the creditor 
could not transfer the obligations to anyone, either in the form of a sale 
or inheritance. These same rules forbade the kholop to repay his debt.37 
The latter provision could be interpreted as the desire to maintain the 
kholop in a state close to slavery, but it is equally legitimate to interpret it 
as a provision aimed to exclude that form of dependence. The link with 
the previous provisions would seem to confirm the latter interpretation. 
This conclusion is bolstered by all the contracts that have been found, 
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which indicate the length of commitment, usually limited to one year.38 
The evolution in the rules concerning the kabal’nye kholopy between 1586 
and 1597 was inspired by the previous evolution of rules on military cap-
tives, notably the law of 21 August 1556, which prescribed that a military 
captive was to be enslaved no longer than the period of his captor’s life 
and could not be passed on as a slave to the captor’s children.39 From this 
standpoint, the change in the nature of limited service contract kholopstvo 
was instituted to safeguard the interest of the middle service class, whose 
members were at a disadvantage in competing with other members of the 
upper service class for kholopy.40

What remains to examine is the most extreme forms of kholopstvo. The 
“full” (pol’noe) variety was already developed in the Russkaia Pravda 
during the twelfth century and had three main sources: First, the kholop 
himself or herself might ask to be included in this category, as a form of 
repayment of a debt to the authorities. Second, if a female kholop married 
a free man without the authorization of the person entitled to her service, 
her husband became a pol’nyi (full) kholop. The third source was a domes-
tic service contract established for an unlimited length of time, however 
such contracts have been found only between 1430 and 1554, with none 
appearing after that date. The most widely accepted hypothesis is that 
this form of dependence tended to be transformed into other forms of 
kholopstvo of a temporary nature.

The hereditary variety (starinnoe kholopstvo) seems to come closest to 
slavery in the strict sense and expresses the condition of those whose 
parents were kholopy. Such kholopy could be transferred in wills or given 
as a dowry or gift. In the contracts of 1430–1598 examined by Hellie, 
there were 5,575 kholopy, 483 of whom were hereditary. The kabal’nye 
knigi (kholopy registration books) at the end of the seventeenth century 
mention 418 hereditary kholopy out of a total of 2,168 registered at the 
time. The available sources do not allow us to say whether this higher 
percentage testifies to the poor economic situation of the time or to a 
long-term trend, because this type of commitment was prohibited by the 
decrees of 1586 and 1593.

To be sure, Iakovlev and, more recently, Paneiakh have found dis-
putes and contracts concerning starinnye kholopy in the middle of the 
seventeenth century, decades after this type of contract was officially pro-
hibited.41 In other words, despite the official prohibition, several lords 
continued to impose forms of contractual servitude of a hereditary type. 
The authorities devoted much attention to what amounted to illegal slav-
ery and attempted to penalize transgressors. By banning this kind of ser-
vitude, the government sought to limit the power of nobles over peasants 
and thereby strengthen state authority over the owners of large estates. 
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Furthermore, the kholopy were exempt from taxation, which reduced the 
revenue of the state. This was a measure intended to strengthen small 
landowners and encourage their alliance with the state. Among other 
things, the specialization of warfare in the early seventeenth century 
reduced the importance of cavalry while increasing the importance of an 
infantry wielding firearms. As a result, bureaucratic and military service 
continued to be meritocratic, but those possessing or developing merit 
were from outside the traditional service class.42 The evolution of kinds 
of kholopy and the people entitled to own kholopy enter these broader 
dynamics. In particular, measures to get rid of hereditary servitude had 
important consequences. Rather than exclude part of the population from 
all legal rights, as in the case of slavery, the solution consisted in assigning 
highly differentiated rights to the various strata of the population and 
dividing them into legally distinct groups. The peasants saw their rights 
severely restricted, while city dwellers were prohibited from subjecting 
themselves, even voluntarily, to any form of kholopstvo. Numerous pro-
visions defined who was entitled to sign kholopstvo contracts as creditors 
or debtors. Thus, in 1641, all tiaglye liudi (people subject to tiaglo, i.e., 
the unit of taxation), including peasants and artisans, as well as other tax-
payers, priests, artillerymen, and monastery servants, were excluded from 
the category of creditors entitled to demand labor service.43 Conversely, 
starting in 1590, city dwellers subject to taxation (posad) were prohibited 
from offering these forms of labor service. In 1628, this prohibition was 
extended to include musketeers, soldiers, and all the intermediate ranks 
of the civil service and the military. The interpretation of these norms 
posed problems, because the categories were rather general. In the case of 
professions such as barbers, seamstresses, trappers, and small craftsmen, 
the question arose whether they could legitimately enter into kholopstvo 
contracts. The many petitions sent to the kholop chancellery concerning 
such individuals demonstrate their involvement in these contracts, their 
desire to be able to continue being taken on as kholopy, and their use of 
the law to challenge the claims of their counterparts.44

From this point of view, the 119 articles of chapter 20 of the Ulozhe-
nie of 1649, which were devoted to kholopy, in large part reproduced the 
provisions of earlier legislation. The text specified the amount of work 
required to repay a debt or to fulfill an obligation in general for those who 
failed to meet their legal obligations (debts, penalties, fines, theft, etc.). 
Once the work was completed, the creditor brought the debtor back 
before an official, who released the debtor from all obligations. Section 
20 of the Ulozhenie also mentions other conditions for being released 
from a state of kholopstvo. Various articles speak of both debts and krepost’, 
with the latter viewed as justifying the debt.
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The core provisions of section 20 depart from the rules found in many 
slaveholding systems (including those in ancient Roman and Western 
colonial codes), although they do not differ much from those of slavery 
systems in Islamic and Catholic areas. Kholopy were free to marry, and 
such an act was inviolable. The wife of a kholop was obliged to remain in 
residence until her husband’s debt was repaid, but upon her husband’s 
death, the kholop’s wife’s dowry passed to her family and not to the land-
owner-creditor.45 The kholop could be called as a witness in a trial, which 
means that legal personality was acknowledged. Diverging most from sys-
tems of slavery elsewhere, a master of kholopy had no obligation to feed or 
care for elderly kholopy, whereas this obligation formed part of a master’s 
commitment throughout the length of the contract itself.46

The available contracts show that about 20 percent of the kholopy were 
children between five and fourteen years of age whose parents placed them 
under one-year service contracts, which were often renewable, although 
some contracts were for rather long periods of time. Such contracts were 
signed by the most disadvantaged among the city population, and their 
numbers rose at the turn of the seventeenth century, a time of serious 
economic crisis. In a way, placing children in service ensured survival. 
From this point of view, the kholopstvo contract for children sprang from 
the same motives as several contracts of this type that were widespread 
during the same period in France and England (servants in husbandry), 
albeit with different legal terms and institutional conditions.47 The other 
kholopstvo contracts referred to adults working as servants. Loans were 
sometimes the formal reason for these contracts, but the terms of the 
loans often suggest that these were really servants’ wages.

Taking these facts into account, we can conclude that especially fol-
lowing the decline of its hereditary forms, most of the aspects of kholop-
stvo resemble other types of indebtedness and limitation on mobility, such 
as forms of contractual servitude widely found in the same period among 
Hindu populations in India and in parts of China. Temporary servitude 
fell within the scope of contracts that were considered free and voluntary 
from a legal standpoint. Freedom of commitment did not exclude the 
renewal of contracts for up to several decades or even throughout the 
lifetime of the indebted person.48 However, the Russian situation differed 
from the one prevalent in the Islamic world, where sharia law forbade all 
forms of bondage for debt, crimes, and indigence, even if they occurred 
in practice under customary or sultan law.49

In virtually all the known Russian contracts, and increasingly so over 
time, the status of kholopy could not be transferred to descendants; this 
is essentially what distinguished this system from the slavery of antiq-
uity and the Americas. In other words, by their very existence, forms 
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of voluntary bondage testify to the variety of labor commitments and 
to continuity rather than opposition between these forms, ranging from 
statutory and hereditary slavery to free labor. Fugitives from the ranks 
of apprentices, domestics, and the indentured were caught by the state’s 
police forces and subjected to criminal proceedings. Such penal sanctions 
also applied to the Russian kholopy.

Two main tendencies can be identified in the disputes over kholopy. 
They either involved several claimants to title or were disputes between 
these claimants and kholopy. In the first case, the question arose when 
someone claimed to have established a kholopstvo contract in good faith 
and the other party had previously signed one with another master. Such 
an individual was legally a fugitive. In the early sixteenth century, the 
Russkaia Pravda (article 118) stated that the first claimant to rights 
could recover the fugitive but had to compensate a buyer who had acted 
in good faith. However, the Sudebnik of 1550 adopted the principle of 
caveat emptor: the buyer of a title over a kholop was no entitled to be com-
pensated, especially if he had been negligent.50 Finally, the Ulozhenie of 
1649 returned to the previous principle. In every case, written documents 
were required to prove the validity of a plaintiff’s claims.

There were also disputes between those who claimed rights over peo-
ple and those in a situation of obligation who objected to the original 
obligation or to the terms of its cancellation. Such conflicts were so 
numerous that a kholopii prikaz (chancellery) was set up in 1571 to 
resolve issues of this kind.51 Some of the most frequent disputes con-
cerned types of kholopstvo. Despite the prohibition against hereditary 
kholopstvo toward the end of the seventeenth century, the practice did 
not come to an end. Many cases were brought before the court at this 
time by kholopy themselves, often by the children of kholopy, or by new 
masters claiming their rights.52 The existence of these disputes confirms 
that it was possible for the kholopy to win a case, although the chances 
were slim compared with those of claimants to title. At the same time, 
this use of rights was possible because it intersected with the interests 
of other lords, other claimants over kholopy, or of the state itself, for 
the reasons mentioned above. It also explains why the few suits won 
by kholopy concerned the kind of kholopstvo and the kholop’s obligations 
and rights toward one lord rather than another. Brutality against khol-
opy was actually punishable by law, but such laws were rarely enforced. 
The solution to this problem, rather, was found in the strong, disloyal 
competition among estate owners—the kholop could easily find another 
master; flight was easy; and recovery was extremely difficult and costly. 
Masters were therefore obliged to treat their kholop with relative decency 
or they would run away.53
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Overall, by the time Peter the Great abolished the kholopstvo status in 
1725, the status applied to 10 percent of the population.54 Of the 2,500 
contracts and documents that have been recovered, 92 percent originate 
from the Novgorod region, and 80 percent of the contracts were signed 
between 1581 and 1603. According to Hellie’s calculations, 23 percent of 
the cases involved single men, and 60 percent, couples without children. 
The rest were couples with a minor child (1.6 percent), widowers (4 per-
cent), widows (3.7 percent), married women (2.5 percent), or unmarried 
women (4.2 percent), while the status of the others was unknown. In the 
majority of cases, the kholopy were between ten and thirty-four years of 
age, but about 10 percent were between the ages of ten and fourteen, and 
another 10 percent between the ages of five and nine. Finally, throughout 
the period under study, from the sixteenth to the late seventeenth centu-
ries, men made up at least two-thirds of the kholopy and often virtually all 
of them.55 Nearly all the kholopy were domestic servants and were rarely 
assigned to farmwork.

The link between kholopy and debt bondage is clear when one relates 
the number of new contracts concerning kholopy—mostly kabal’nye—and 
the dynamics of harvest between the 1580s and 1610. In the province 
of Novgorod, the number of kholopy rose by a factor of 8 to10 after bad 
harvests.56

Yet the kholopy were seldom acquired for farmwork, at least in Mus-
covy and European Russia. One possible reason that slaves and kholopy 
were infrequently found in Russian agriculture could be that masses of 
serfs already performed such functions. Kholopy and serfs therefore appear 
to have been complementary, and this may have constituted one of the 
dominant features of Russian history.57 Kholopy initially were domestic, 
elite, and/or urban bonded people in a still-unstable, although expand-
ing, state; later, their dismissal was linked to the solidification of state 
power with its fiscal and military needs and the rise of clear legal differen-
tiations between hereditary and service nobles, peasants, artisans, urban 
groups, etc. The merging of kholopy with peasants was linked to state 
fiscal and military needs—kholopy, and delovye liudy (domestic servants) 
could enlist in the army starting in the early eighteenth century. Kholopy 
were initially exempted from soul tax, but their transition into existing 
legal-social groups (sostoianiia) corrected this situation. In other words, 
the long history of kholopstvo in Russia reflects the progressive forma-
tion of state power and the evolution in the relationship between various 
social groups and labor. In 1720, Peter replaced the household tax with 
the soul tax; this reform made it unacceptable to the public that kholopy, 
who were 10 percent of the population, were not submitted to the tax. 
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The kholopy’s conversion into “peasants,” or lower urban groups, in 1725, 
solved this problem.

In the military realm, since the fourteenth century at least, kholopy 
(and fugitive kholopy) serving in the army were relieved of their “debt” 
and became free. This situation changed during the second half of the 
seventeenth century, when the authors of the Ulozhenie of 1649 quickly 
realized that freedmen were not likely to make good cavalrymen, and 
thus they allowed members of the middle service class who had been 
kholopy to return to their original status if they found military service 
not to their liking.58 In 1700, faced with the Northern War, Peter the 
Great ordered that manumitted limited-service kholopy be enlisted in the 
infantry. But by 1703 the order was repealed, as the nature of warfare 
had changed during the second half of the seventeenth century, and the 
old middle service class cavalry had been largely phased out. This was a 
crucial step toward the abolition of kholopstvo. To a certain extent, there-
fore, the transformation of kholopostvo in connection with domestic and 
internal affairs cannot be isolated from the evolution of Russia on the 
international chessboard. War captives and the slave trade are part of this 
wider dynamic. In the following pages, we will study warfare and the slave 
trade in Eurasia in detail.

War Captives at the Crossroads of Empires

Central Asian Slaves for the Mediterranean  
from the Thirteenth through the Fifteenth Century

The importance of captives and slaves on the expanding Russian territory 
reflected changing power constellations in Central Asia, the southern Bal-
kans, the Crimea, and the Mediterranean. The history of war captives in 
Russia and Asia is linked to the main trade routes and changing geopo-
litical situations over the centuries. The first phase, during the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries, was mostly connected to the Silk Road; the 
second, from the fourteenth into the sixteenth century, followed a Rus-
sian-Iranian-Indian path; and the third, from the sixteenth into the eigh-
teenth century, was linked to the expansion of Russia and its integration 
of Mongol khanates. Each of these waves had commercial and geopolit-
ical dimensions. Adding the captive-ransoming and slave markets to this 
picture sheds new light on the entire process.

The origin of the words esclaves and sclavus, which were used in medie-
val and early- modern Italy, expressed less the linguistic and legal heritage 
of ancient Rome than it did a link with the market for bound people 
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from the Slavic areas.59 The slave trade had an economic boost in traffic 
from Central Asia to the Black Sea60 and from the growing presence of 
Venetians and Genoese in this area.61 In both Venice and Genoa, traders 
sold Circassian and Abkhazian slaves, who had previously been bought 
mostly in Caspian and Black Sea ports. We have evidence from as early as 
1246 that the Mongols sold Greeks, Bulgarians, Ruthenians, and Ruma-
nians to merchants from Genoa, Pisa, and Venice, who in turn sold them 
to the Saracens. The Italians had purchased these slaves in the northern 
Black Sea ports of Maurocastro, at the mouth of the Dniester and Caffa 
in the Crimea; in 1266, the Genoese received permission from the Mon-
gol khan to establish a colony in Caffa. The Genoese merchants there 
bought Circassians, Tatars, Russians, Iranians, Poles, etc. The other cen-
ter of the slave trade in the Black Sea region during the fourteenth cen-
tury was the Crimean port of Tana, which the Venetians had colonized in 
1333. In spite of the unstable favor of the Mongol ruler of Tana and the 
resulting breaks in trading activities, Tana still remained a place of high 
strategic value, allowing for better access to the Oriental markets and the 
Far East than the Genoese had in Caffa. The potentially high profits to 
be expected from trips to the eastern Black Sea area can be seen in the 
increased revenues from the galleys bound for Romania in the first half 
of the fourteenth century and after the 1370s. The main trading goods 
were furs, wine, grain, and slaves, with the slaves becoming increasingly 
important in the late fourteenth century, when Venice needed slaves for 
its colony on Crete. As a consequence of the growing Ottoman menace, 
the Venetian trade shifted to the western Black Sea (Maurocastro and 
the Danube estuary), Egypt, and the Middle East, in the first half of the 
fifteenth century. At Kilia, Tatar subjects were sold by their compatriots 
to Genoese, Venetians, and Greeks from Constantinople.62 Genoa, Ven-
ice, and Catalonia were also competitors in the slave trade. In 1263, the 
Byzantine Empire had reopened the trade between Egypt and the Black 
Sea, and Genoa became the first supplier of slaves for both the armies and 
harems of the Mamluk sultans. Male slaves were also sent to the alum 
mines of Genoa at Focea and, of course, to Genoa and Spain. Women 
were particularly welcomed for domestic services, while men were val-
ued for ship work or sold to Spain. In early 1400, almost 10 percent of 
Genoa’s population was unfree—that is, between 4,000 and 5,000 peo-
ple.63 In Caffa, the revenue from the gabella capitum allows us to calcu-
late the following numbers: in 1374 there were at least 3,285 slaves; in 
1385–86, about 1,500; in 1387–88, about 1,600; and in 1381–82, at 
least 3,800. During the fifteenth century, the gabella was farmed out. For 
1411 one can assume 2,900 sold slaves, and from the 1420s until 1477 
there were 2,000 per year at most. The fall of Constantinople provoked 
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a massive decline (to about 400 or 600 slaves per year). Thus during a 
single century the numbers fell by around 80 percent, a decline that was 
already apparent before 1453; both the gabella incomes of February and 
June follow this trend.64

War captives and people already enslaved in internal areas—the same 
type of people sold later in transatlantic slavery—were then sold to 
Genoa. But according to Genoese sources, “voluntary” enslavement was 
equally widespread, that is, Genoese enslavement of legally free people 
whom they seized in Caffa . However, neither Genoese nor Venetian 
traders organized expeditions with this specific aim in Central Asia, most 
likely because of the small scale and high transaction costs of the opera-
tions.65 It was simply not worth extending to Central Asia the credit and 
commercial arrangements already in place on the Black Sea, and this was 
all the more true for slaves, a minor market compared to that of luxury 
items. The caravan trade, much too wide ranging for European pow-
ers, was solidly based on the interaction between nonpastoral nomadic 
activities and caravan merchants. Increasingly stable communities in 
Central Asia offered a reliable environment. Islamization of the area fur-
ther drove this process but did not immediately marginalize Venice and 
Genoa; at first they even benefited from the decline of the Byzantine 
Empire, not only in terms of commercial trade but also of the captives’ 
market.66 At the same time, the rivalry between Venice and Genoa pre-
vented either one of them from controlling the Black Sea trade. In 1462, 
after the fall of Constantinople, Genoese Caffa placed itself under the 
protection of Poland. From 1466 to 1474, intervention by the Geno-
ese became particularly marked. Ultimately Muhammad the Conqueror 
captured Caffa in 1475 and took control of the trade of goods and slaves 
from Central Asia. In 1459 the Venetian senate lamented the scarcity 
of slaves, as most of the Slavic and Tatar slaves were now being sent to 
the Near and Middle East, in particular to Egypt and Turkey.67 Genoa 
therefore turned to other sources, that is, to Islamic Spain and North 
Africa, where it acquired slaves to sell in Seville and the Canary Islands. 
It was at this point that Genoa tried to enter the slave market in the New 
World, but it was quickly overtaken by Spanish, Portuguese, and finally 
British vessels.68

At first glance, this outcome would seem to confirm the traditional 
historiographical view of a progressive shift from the Mediterranean to 
the Atlantic.69 According to this view, the decline of Venice and the Ital-
ian republic was linked to the rising power of Spain and the Western 
European powers (Portugal, the Netherlands, Britain, and France) that 
resulted from the exploration and colonization of the Americas. While 
not totally incorrect, this view is nonetheless prejudiced insofar as it 
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ignores what was transpiring in Central Eurasia, Russia, and the Ottoman 
Empire at that time.

The Indian Network from the  
Fourteenth to the Seventeenth Century

Indeed, the traffic between Central Asia and Venice and Genoa inter-
sected with the resurgence of the caravan trade; this development was 
linked to Mongol and Ming political stabilization, which was achieved 
from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries.70 By the early sixteenth 
century, the Uzbeks, Kazakhs, and Kyrgyz dominated the steppes. Mus-
covite expansion and increasing division among Mongol groups and heirs 
to the Golden Horde strongly contributed to reshaping the caravan trade 
in Central Asia from the fourteenth century on, while the traffic in slaves 
increased.71 Caravan trade among China, Persia, Central Asia, the Otto-
man Empire, and Russia accorded with the systematic traffic in slaves, as 
did similar trade among Russia, Central Asia, and India or the Ottoman 
Empire. The Indian-Central Asian caravan trade was, in large measure, a 
latter-day continuation of the enterprise that had led Indian Buddhists 
to move out along the same routes centuries earlier72—Indian slaves 
had been exported from Central Asia since ancient times. Indian chron-
iclers mention slaves in the tens and even hundreds of thousands,73 while 
Central Asian sources suggest that slaves were put to work in masonry, 
construction engineering, agricultural production, and other forms of 
skilled and unskilled labor. Even if slaves were drawn from a number 
of regions—including the nomadic steppes, Iran, Afghanistan, the Cau-
casus, and Russia—judicial sources from the turn of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries show that Indians accounted for at least 58 percent 
of all slaves.74

In the sixteenth century, Indian slaves, both Hindus and Muslims, were 
sold on the markets of Tashkent and Samarkand, along with other slaves 
from Lithuania, Russia, and the Caucasus.75 Between the twelfth and sev-
enteenth centuries there are indications of bonded people being part of 
the caravan trade from Central Asia to India and China and vice versa, i.e., 
from India to Central Asia.76 This trade went along with the general trade 
in luxury items and horses that took place along the same axes.77 The 
traffic had begun in ancient times but evolved dramatically during the 
medieval period, particularly in conjunction with the expansion of Islam 
in India during the early eleventh century and later, when the Indian 
merchant diasporas emerged in the sixteenth century.78 The Indian mer-
chant diasporas, and in particular the Indian community in Astrakhan, 
strongly supported this traffic; Persian merchants also contributed to it.79 
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Samarkand was perhaps the quintessential caravan city— what would be 
the future political capital of Tamerlane (and the regional capital of earlier 
dynasties) was located close to where the east-west route intersected the 
north-south highway between India and Russia and was embedded in a 
fertile garden.80 Indian slaves reached Central Asia in different ways; some 
were secured in exchange for Central Asian goods, for horses in particular; 
some were war captives; while many others were captured during raids on 
trading caravans.81 In 1014, the sultan of Gazna brought 200,000 Indian 
slaves into his town. In Turan, in the early fourteenth century, sultans 
owned between 50,000 and 180,000 slaves each. Indian slaves worked 
in agriculture and were employed in other domestic activities in Bukhara 
in the late fourteenth and the early fifteenth centuries.82 Skilled slaves 
were particularly valuable, which is why rival political powers commonly 
enslaved and relocated artisans in the wake of successful invasions. Indian 
slaves were also sold in Bukhara and Astrakhan. At the same time, the Safa-
vid Iranians were also sold as slaves, particularly after wars between the 
Uzbeks and Safavids. Enslavement of Iranians lasted until the mid-nine-
teenth century, when Russian and British sources speak of about 10,000 
Iranian slaves in Khiva and over 100,000 slaves in the Khivan, Bukharan, 
and Turkmen territories.83 During the eighteenth century, most slaves at 
the markets of Bukhara, Khiva, and Kashgar came from Africa or from 
the mountains and desert fringes of Iran and Afghanistan.84 Many own-
ers manumitted their slaves, mostly when they were over fifty years old, 
whereupon they spent the rest of their life in extremely poor conditions. 
There are also a number of cases of young slaves manumitted at the death 
of their master, which was in conformity with Islamic law.85

No less important, however, were the strong Islamic scholarly-scientific 
and cultural links that overlapped the trade routes, connecting Bukhara 
and Istanbul, the Ottoman capital, and extending across the Muslim 
Qazaq steppes all the way to Chawchak (i.e., Chuguchak, Tacheng) and 
beyond. India’s Muslim and even Hindu merchants knew Farsi Persian, 
the main trading language, and some knew Turkic dialects, useful in Mus-
covy/Russia. Indian merchants developed some of the same techniques 
made famous in Renaissance Italy—palazzo-like trading houses (called 
havelis), kin networks, and credit—but they did not enjoy a corresponding 
Italian-style political organization of strong city-states to support them.86

In the eighteenth century, however, Indian slaves were relatively scarce 
in the markets of Bukhara, Samarkand, Khiva, and Kashgar.87 This was the 
case because, as usual, the traffic in slaves reflected the commercial trade 
and geopolitical equilibrium, and the strong links between Turkestan and 
South Asia appear to have suffered with the tsarist advance into the region. 
Tensions and rivalries between and within these political entities strongly 
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contributed to the advance of Russia in the north and that of the Euro-
pean powers in the south.88 At the same time, Indian exports of slaves 
decreased, as the Mughal Empire reduced—but did not completely elimi-
nate—the practice of enslavement in India. This process was concomitant 
with a progressive fragmentation of the Muslim world, which consisted 
of Central Asia and the Ottoman, Mughal, and Safavid Empires. By the 
seventeenth century, India had begun to manufacture enough textiles to 
clothe nearly the whole of Central Asia, as well as Iran, and thus there was 
no longer any need to exchange Central Asian horses and other goods for 
Indian slaves.89 According to some scholars, the most important develop-
ment in the eighteenth century was the emergence of Afghanistan, under 
Durrani rule, as a powerful polity with particularly close links to northern 
India.90 To this one should add the progressive withdrawal of the Otto-
man Empire from India and its general decentralization, which resulted 
in less slave traffic. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when 
Indian slaves almost disappeared in Central Asia, Indian goods entered 
the area; the Punjab in particular witnessed an unprecedented economic 
and demographic growth during this time, but this commerce later came 
to a halt with the rapid decay of the Safavid Empire and the Uzbek khan-
ates, the Punjab’s most important customers.91 India’s communications 
with Central Asia were not only maintained, but even enhanced. Contrary 
to widely held beliefs, active bilateral trade between India and Central 
Asia continued between 1550 and 1750. In other words, recent historio-
graphical trends do not see the decline of Indian slaves and certain Indian 
networks in Central Asia as indicative of a general decline of India, but as 
the result of its textiles being sold to new destinations and the emergence 
of new centers in Central Asia that were mostly dominated by Russians.

Khanates, Nomads, and Russia from the  
Sixteenth to the Nineteenth Century

The establishment of new trade boundaries between India and Central 
Asia paralleled the reconfiguration of the balance between Central Asia 
and Russia. This process is important to us because it links the historical 
dynamics of the Inner Asian slave trade to both the evolution of slavery in 
the Mediterranean and to the rise of serfdom in Russia. Without keeping 
in mind the long-standing tradition of trade in slaves and war captives, 
the peculiar link in Russia between territorial expansion, military con-
cerns, fiscal problems, and serfdom cannot be understood. Ultimately, 
the geopolitical evolution of Russia and Inner Asia provides insights on 
the link between war, trade, and forced labor. The dissolution of the 
Golden Horde not only produced fully nomadic steppe societies such as 
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the Nogays (a confederation of Turkic and Mongol tribes), but city-states 
such as the Crimean and Kazan khanates, as well. Turkic Kazakhs, Bash-
kirs, and Tatars competed with Mongol Kalmyks. Thus Central Asian 
political formations cannot be lumped together simply on the basis of 
an allegedly common nomadic nature. Russian expansion in Central Asia 
continued for over three hundred years, from the fifteenth through the 
eighteenth centuries. In the late fifteenth century, the alliance between 
the Crimea and Muscovy continued to be based on their mutual inter-
ests against their respective foes, the Great Horde and Poland. With the 
disbandment of the Horde in 1506, Crimea, the Muscovy, the Nogays, 
and Lithuania remained the major players in the region. Moscow actually 
began its real expansion eastward by conquering the steppe state of Kazan 
in the mid-sixteenth century. This marked the end of Muscovy’s active 
participation in steppe politics for over seventy years. Instead, during this 
period, Muscovy turned westward and expanded across Siberia, while 
fighting against Polish and Lithuanian states. In pursuing this strategy, 
Moscow was first allied with Crimea against Poland, and then it weak-
ened its relations with Crimea while strengthening ties with the Otto-
man sultan. At the same time, the nomadic Nogays, unable to withstand 
the predations of the Kazakhs, abandoned their pastures east of the Yaik 
River and moved west, crossing the Volga into the pastures of the Astra-
khan khan. The new khan of Kazan ravaged the provinces of Novgorod 
and Vladimir and moved toward Moscow; however, a confrontation was 
avoided insofar as Moscow and the Nogays had similar interests in the 
area. For Moscow, the Nogays were a critical force capable of checking 
the Crimean raids and aiding Moscow in the conquest of Kazan.92

In this same period—as a result of their action against the Genoese of 
the Crimea in 1475—the Ottomans made their presence more strongly 
felt among the Crimean Tatars and on the Pontic steppe in general, and 
by 1478 the Ottoman power established the right to appoint and dismiss 
the khans. Thus, with a single blow, Moldavian and Polish-Lithuanian 
access to Black Sea markets was brought to an end. By the beginning of 
the sixteenth century, the Black Sea had turned into an Ottoman lake.

Between 1555 and 1578, a number of events affected the Ottoman 
presence on the Black Sea: Muscovy took Astrakhan in 1556. Trade ties 
between Muscovy and Britain commenced about the same time, and 
soon the English Muscovy Company was sending its traders into Per-
sia in quest of spices and silk, causing British woolens, hardware, and 
firearms to whet the appetite of the shahs. However, despite Istanbul’s 
initial concerns over Moscow’s conquest of Kazan and Astrakhan, it did 
not make containing Muscovite ambitions a priority, as it was engaged 
with the Habsburg power in the west and Persia in the east. By the early 
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1560s, the sultan had adopted a more aggressive attitude and laid claim 
to Astrakhan, but war was avoided because of the shared geopolitical and 
commercial interests of Moscow and Istanbul.

Finally, the Ottomans established their suzerainty over the Crimean 
khanate between 1575 and 1578. The long war that followed, from 
1579 to 1590, resulted in the establishment of direct Ottoman rule over 
much of the Caucasus. This development was all the more important 
for Moscow in that it had already suffered two humiliating defeats by 
Poland-Lithuania and Sweden in the 1570s and early 1580s. From that 
time, the Nogays experienced increasing divisions and were ultimately 
debilitated by the arrival of the Kalmyks in the 1630s, although this did 
not prevent them from launching raids into Russia. Moscow thus under-
took a new initiative: It began construction of fortification lines in the 
south. The construction went along with colonization of the region and 
explains the refusal of central and local authorities to return fugitive peas-
ants from central Russian areas to their legitimate masters, which we dis-
cuss later on.

As in previous centuries, the captive-ransoming and slave trade fol-
lowed the same paths as other commercial trade. Horse trade was partic-
ularly important for the local Muscovite economy and its military, like it 
had been for centuries in the north-south axes, but it acquired increasing 
commercial and political significance at this time. In the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries the horse trade was strictly controlled by the Rus-
sian authorities and was transacted in several Russian towns along the 
Volga. The horses were sold to the Russians by the Nogays and Kalmyks, 
who also sold them to the Crimean khanate. From 1551 to 1564 the 
Nogays bought an average of 7,400 horses a year for selling purposes.93 
The Russian market also held enormous lure for the nomads; in the six-
teenth century, the Nogays sought to obtain a wide variety of products 
(furs, woolens, armor, etc.) from Moscow, while in the seventeenth cen-
tury the Kalmyks increasingly sold their horses to buy many of these items 
on the Russian markets.

The horse trade was important for the local Muscovite economy and 
its military, but it was the trade with the Muslim powers in Central Asia 
and with the rising Ottoman Empire that linked Muscovy to world mar-
kets.94 Russians sold the horses they acquired from steppe powers to the 
Crimeans and Ottomans. Merchants from the Central Asian khanates—
Crimea, Persia, and the Ottoman Empire—brought merchandise to Mos-
cow, while Russian merchants traveled to the Crimea; the Ottoman cities 
of Istanbul, Bursa, Azov, and Kaffa were the most important trade centers 
along a well-established trade route.
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Most important, exports of silk from Iran in the seventeenth century 
confirmed this new role of Russia. At that time raw silk produced in Iran 
was funneled into local Persian industry and was exported to India, the 
Ottoman Empire, and Europe. Historians have mostly studied exports 
from Iran to Aleppo and Venice, and the decline of these exports during 
the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (because of the British 
East India Company’s expansion and its traffic between China, India, and 
Europe) has thus been cited as confirmation of the “rise of the West,” 
namely Britain and its industry.95 But this conclusion does not take into 
account the considerable increase in the export of raw silk from Iran to 
Russia through Astrakhan, which varied from 20,000 to 100,000 kilo-
grams per year at the turn of the eighteenth century.96

In other words, Moscow entered routes already in place, running east 
to west, north to southeast (India), and north to south (the Ottoman 
Empire). At the same time, these routes and this traffic associated slaves 
with other goods in accordance with long-established practices and routes, 
a situation quite similar to that in the Mediterranean area. As Mikhail 
Khodarkovsky has put it, if the steppe was akin to the sea and the Russian 
towns to ports, the nomads were the seamen. Many of the seamen were 
pirates living off the “ports” or looting the passing ship convoys.97 This 
indeed was the principal goal of the Russian government—to turn the 
pirates into merchants; and it was in this regard that the Russian author-
ities acted exactly as Ottoman and European powers had in the Mediter-
ranean.98 Pirates were alternately encouraged and stopped, coopted and 
fought against, in the competitive rise of territorial states. Nomadic econ-
omies and powers were still inseparable from those of the neighboring 
sedentary societies. It is on these grounds that Perdue correctly stresses 
the necessity of overcoming later historiographic constructions of both 
the Russians and Chinese and of seeing the rise of stable territorial pow-
ers (China and Russia) as having helped secure the area, putting a halt 
to long-term nomadic raids and stemming powers that were detrimental 
to development and growth. While accepting this argument, one may 
still wonder whether (as per Perdue’s argument) political and military 
instability in Eurasia during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—and 
not European expansion—reduced long-distance trade while benefitting 
the market for captives.99 Moscow’s expansion in the south and changes 
in regional geopolitics certainly brought the trade with Crimea and the 
Ottoman Empire to a halt, at least for commercial items, while the traffic 
in captives and slaves increased because of this instability. At the same 
time, Muscovy competed with the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and Tver’, 
and with the successor khanates.100 Kazan fell in 1552, but this did not 
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mark the beginning of Russian conquest of the steppe; Muscovite rulers 
sought first to expand westward at the expense of the Polish-Lithuanian 
state. During this effort they occasionally allied with different khanates 
to exploit the latter’s internal divisions. In 1501, during the campaign in 
Lithuania, Crimean Tatars seized 50,000 Lithuanian captives.

Russia once again moved eastward, in the second half of the sixteenth 
century, expanding into Siberia and certain Cossack areas, namely the ter-
ritory of the Iaik Cossacks.101 The resulting prisoners of war and captives 
held for ransom fed a consistent market for slaves. The Russian word for 
captive, iasyr or esyr’, was a direct transliteration of the Turkish and Arab 
equivalent as used in Central Asia and the Ottoman Empire.102

In the fourteenth century, some 2,000 Slavic slaves a year were sold by 
Crimean Tatars to Ottomans, with that figure rising in the fifteenth cen-
tury. The Tatars either bought them at Central Asian markets or captured 
them themselves.103 Slave-raiding forays into Muscovy reached crisis pro-
portions after 1475, when the Ottomans took over the Black Sea slave 
trade from the Genoese and the Crimeans began slave-raiding as a major 
industry, especially between 1514 and 1654. In 1529, half of the slaves in 
the Ottoman Crimea were identified as coming from Ukraine and Mus-
covy, and between 150,000 and 200,000 Russians were captured in the 
first half of the seventeenth century.104

Peace treaties often led to the release of slaves. In 1618, for example, 
the Nogays signed a treaty with Moscow and released 15,000 Russian 
captives.105 In 1661 the Kalmyks did the same with Russian captives they 
had previously acquired from the Tatars; in 1678, these same Kalmyks 
signed a treaty with Moscow and again returned Russian prisoners.106 
There were specific criteria for redeeming Russian captives, thus, in 1661 
the Kalmyk Mongols agreed to free Russians whom they had acquired 
through Tatars, and in 1678 they agreed to return Russians whom they 
had taken captive themselves.107 The Russians were redeeming slaves from 
Turkistan even as late as the mid-nineteenth century.108

The Ulozhenie of 1649 devoted a whole section (number 8) to the issue 
of ransoming Russian captives,109 and a ransom tax was introduced for this 
purpose in 1551 and remained in place until 1679. Ransom was stipu-
lated in accordance with the captive’s status. For example, the ransom for 
a high-ranking Russian boyar, B. V. Sheremetev, was estimated at 60,000 
silver thaler. At the other extreme, peasants were ransomed at about 15 
rubles per person.110 Those who were not ransomed became slaves and 
were assigned various duties. In the Crimea, some were employed in agri-
culture or used as interpreters and guides to lead war parties into Rus-
sian territory. Those sold on the slave markets of the Ottoman Empire 
or Central Asian khanates were employed as craftsmen, laborers, and 
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domestics.111 Fugitives returning to Russia often gained the protection of 
local authorities, thereby provoking vehement protests from the Nogays 
leaders who laid claim to these fugitives as their property.112

Conversely, above all during the seventeenth century, Russians seized 
war prisoners and captives for ransom from both Muslim and Catho-
lic areas. According to the Sudebnik of 1550, captives were intended to 
serve the elite as administrative assistants or servants. Their maximum 
term of service was supposed to be until the death of their master. They 
could also be redeemed by an agreement between the Russian state and 
their country of origin, and if they converted to Orthodox Christianity, 
they could also be emancipated, although this was not mandatory. Such 
a manumitting decree could also be issued by the state. This occurred 
in 1558 when the government ordered the freeing of any war slave who 
converted to Russian Orthodoxy, which allowed the former slave to enter 
the tsar’s service.

If war captives were not redeemed or returned to their country of ori-
gin, they then entered the category of full or limited kholopstvo. Since the 
early seventeenth century, the state had tried to compile a register for mil-
itary captives so that the central authorities could eventually return them 
to their home countries, in case of a diplomatic agreement. However, 
several sources note the problems the Moscow authorities encountered 
in ensuring compliance with these norms, and servitude for war captives 
persisted. After the conclusion of the Smolensk War, in October 1634, 
the government ordered the release of all Poles and Lithuanians who had 
been seized. However, the effect of this provision was quite limited, and 
in 1637–38 another decree was promulgated on foreign military captives, 
insisting that they had the right to choose whether to return home or stay 
in Muscovy.

After the Thirteen Years War (1654–67), Lithuanian and Polish cap-
tives were distributed to members of the upper and middle service classes 
but were not registered by the latter group, who tended, in practice, to 
treat them as genuine slaves.113 In 1655, Poles, Lithuanians, and miscel-
laneous others, both adults and children, were openly sold in the streets 
of Moscow.114 As a result of this war, many people were sold in Russia, at 
times becoming kholopy.115 The Nogays, who had joined the Muscovite 
forces, purchased German and Polish prisoners in Moscow.116 Muslims 
were frequently captured and occasionally sold, in violation of Islamic 
law; the Ottoman and Islamic authorities therefore sent injunctions to 
Moscow in order to redeem them without compensation.117

Thus in 1690 the Russian government returned to its position of 
1556, decreeing that military captives were to be manumitted by the 
Slavery Chancellery upon the death of their owners. As in previous times, 
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this process went along with a renewal of trade routes. From the late 
sixteenth century on, delegations of traders had regularly traveled from 
Central Asia to Muscovy and—though less often—in the opposite direc-
tion. Bukharan interest in trade with Western Siberia also dates from the 
late sixteenth century. By the late seventeenth century, Muscovy was trad-
ing with China itself, often through the mediation of Bukharan traders 
who were familiar with all the major routes between Muscovy and China. 
Some of these routes followed traditional itineraries, leading down along 
the Volga to Central Asia and then on to Xinjiang and China.118

Fueled by this traffic, Siberian fairs emerged strongly during the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries; at Irbit, Russian traders, native Tartars, 
and Bashkir merchants exchanged horses and cattle from the south-
ern Urals for Chinese goods (tea, cloth, silk). Persians, Bukharans, and 
Greeks also attended the fair, where servants and perhaps slaves were also 
sold.119 By the late eighteenth century, Orenburg had surpassed Astra-
khan as the largest market on the steppe, a center for bartering horses and 
sheep and trading luxury items from the Far East. With the help of ped-
dlers from Bukhara, Russians revived the caravan commerce.120 This was 
the case not only for the northern Eurasian caravan routes but also for the 
Indo-Iranian routes, which continued operating during the eighteenth 
century.121 The establishment of the Orenburg line did much to advance 
Russia’s Asian economic frontier and increase Russo–Central Asian trade. 
At the same time, the Orenburg line was also a fortified frontier and 
a welcoming gateway for newly created trade opportunities. Diplomatic 
archives show that the Russian administration made efforts to motivate 
Asian merchants to shift their trade from the Iran-Caspian-Astrakhan line 
to overland routes leading through Central Asia to Orenburg.122 Over 
time, Asian merchants began to favor Orenburg, Omsk, and Ufa, which 
in turn caused a shift in the relative importance of different areas in Cen-
tral Asia. In particular, in the middle of the eighteenth century, one-third 
of the total Persian silk production was directed to Moscow.123 Russians 
also expressed increasing interest in the Kokand khanate (in Uzbekistan) 
because of the role played by Kokandi merchants in the trade between 
Orenburg and Tien Shan, Yarkand, and other Xinjiang cities. The khan-
ate became all the more important when cotton crops were developed 
in the Fergana Valley. Tashkent’s role in international trade increased, 
along with the role of “colonial” Russian production of textile-substi-
tute imports from Iran and India. At the same time, Russians used their 
influence in steppe politics to implement a rather successful strategy of 
divide and rule, in particular among the Kazakhs, which, in the short 
term, enhanced the market in captives. Russians could still be seized as 
captives or slaves in the early eighteenth century, though with less and 
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less frequency. In 1717, the Kalmyks, this time temporarily allied with the 
Kuban Nogays, brought back 12,000 captives seized in the middle Volga 
provinces. In 1742, the Karakalpaks captured 1,000 Russian women and 
children in Siberia, and between 3,000 and 4,000 Russians are estimated 
to have been captives in their hands.124 This occurred at a moment in his-
tory when the Russian authorities were adopting an ambivalent attitude 
toward the Kazakhs, wishing as they did to dominate the area.125

However, by the end of the eighteenth century the only slaves and 
ransom captives in the Russian Empire were Tatars or Circassians. The 
highest-volume traffic in slave chattel and captives was with the Otto-
man Empire. The Russian Empire interacted with Islamic regions where 
chattel slavery was common and regarded as the only permissible form 
of coerced labor under Islamic law. Muslim Tatars of the Crimea raided 
widely for Russian subjects as well as other eastern Slavs, Poles, and Lith-
uanians, and they exported most of their captives to the Ottomans.126 
In 1529, half of all the slaves in the Ottoman Crimea were identified as 
coming from Ukraine and Muscovy; the other half was the Circassians.127 
From the 1570s on, about 20,000 slaves were sold annually in the port 
of Caffa on the Black Sea.128 Until the early seventeenth century, Russians 
and above all Cossacks also sold captives to the Tatars or directly to the 
Ottomans.129 The Ottoman rules on slave trade distinguished between 
slaves who were brought from the Tatar and Circassian areas and those 
from Ottoman territories such as Azov and Taman. The tax on the latter 
was half of that on the former group.130

The Russian Empire also gradually incorporated areas in which local 
populations had long practiced various forms of servitude and slave trad-
ing.131 Many inhabitants of the Caucasus—especially Christian Georgians 
and Armenians, together with heterodox Muslim Circassians—were sent 
as slaves to the Ottoman Empire, whether overland or across the Black 
Sea. For the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century, the Ottomans 
imported between 16,000 and 18,000 such slaves every year.132 Some 
male slaves entered the servile administrative elite of the Ottoman Empire, 
while many women ended up in the harems of the rich and powerful. Cir-
cassian families at times sold their own children to intermediaries, who 
transported them to Ottoman territory. Under British pressure, the flow 
of slaves from the Caucasus was suspended in 1854, but it grew again 
after the end of the Crimean War. Moreover, the brutal Russian con-
quest of Circassia led to an influx of between half a million and a million 
refugees into the Ottoman domains between 1854 and 1865, of whom 
perhaps a tenth were of servile status.133 These massive arrivals increased 
the number of agricultural slaves, which had been relatively small until 
then (except in Egypt and Oriental Anatolia).134
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In short, real slaves were present in Russia. As in other historical situ-
ations, they were typically taken in frontier raids, where boundaries were 
uncertain, or during military operations in the strictest sense. From a 
geopolitical standpoint, these forms of slavery were linked to conflicts 
within the Islamic world and between Russia and Central Asian powers, 
as well as to the conflicts that tore Europe apart in the seventeenth cen-
tury.135 At the same time, this phenomenon did not mean that this large 
geographical area was backward, for flourishing trade and vital markets 
developed despite raids and military expeditions. The market for slaves 
and the markets for products were complementary, underscoring the fact 
that nomadic powers and territorial states were much more integrated 
with one another than usually stated in the historiography. One cannot 
simply associate captives and slaves with political instability or, for that 
matter, with stable powers, insofar as bondage could enhance or burden 
either configuration.

Slavery in Central Eurasia:  
Its Estimation and Overall Interpretation

Over the long run, the history of bondage in Russia and Eurasia provides 
useful insights into a number of historical questions: the link between 
bondage and war captives and between slavery and other forms of bond-
age; the dimension of bondage in Central Asian history; and the long-
term links between Central Asia, Russia, the Turkish-Ottoman powers, 
India, and the Mediterranean area.

On a more abstract level, these topics lead to a discussion of several 
interlinked perspectives, i.e., the historical relations between nomadic 
powers, pirates, and national territorial states, that is, the monopoly of 
violence and the emergency of legal rights; and the relations between 
bondage, coerced labor, and economic development.

Our main answers to these questions may be summarized as follows: 
Not all Russian kholopy can be identified as chattel slaves, as all but a 
small minority had no hereditary status; they benefited from limited legal 
rights; and they could inherit and marry. The term kholopstvo expressed 
a form of bondage, quite common in other contexts in Asia and Africa 
and linked to two major phenomena: tensions and competition among 
the elites for the control of labor and mutual and hierarchical forms of 
dependence within the society. Kholopy had far fewer rights than their 
masters, but they still had legal rights. The master had some obligations 
as defined in the contracts of kholopstvo. If we term these relations “slav-
ery,” we miss the specificity of Russia in comparison with transatlantic 
or classical Roman slavery, and we compromise our understanding of 
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the dynamics of Russian society. Any multiplication of different forms 
of bondage and relations of dependence reflects the way social links are 
established. Kholopstvo, like forms of bondage in other Asian and African 
societies, often was a form of inclusion, not of exclusion, in society (as 
chattel slavery is). This explains why, as in these other societies, the khol-
opstvo form of bondage applied to people of the same ethnicity and reli-
gion as their masters. From this standpoint, Russia does not constitute an 
exception in the worldwide history of slavery and bondage. Chattel slav-
ery was mostly imposed on non-Russians. According to Hellie, in 1725, 
when Peter the Great abolished kholopstvo, kholopy constituted around 10 
percent of the Russian population. However, their importance changed 
over time and from area to area. For example, the Moscow military cen-
sus of 1638 listed 7,672 households containing 10,787 adult males, of 
whom approximately 1,735, or 16.1 percent, were kholopy. About 15.1 
percent of the households reported having kholopy.136 In a broader census 
taken in 1678, in ninety-three central provinces, between 75,839 and 
79,855 adult males were listed as zadvornye and delovye liudi (domestic 
servants) out of a total rural population (excluding those on properties 
that belonged to the royal court) of between 1,988,622 and 2,041,277 
males, for proportions of between 3.7 and 4.0 percent.137

The evaluation of war captives and slaves in Inner Asia is more compli-
cated than that of kholopy. Clearly, no definitive census of this trade is pos-
sible, since any research must depend upon suspect observations. Some 
of the observations are based upon custom reports, which represent the 
closest evidence we have to the working records and from which the best 
statistics are derived. However, unlike the accounts of merchants them-
selves, custom records only reflect the portion of a trade that is visible to 
government officials, and we are dealing here with regions where govern-
ments had only limited control over private-sector activities. Moreover, 
such records tell us only about the portion of trade that was legal. Even 
worse, external trade was a residual of local trades. Much of the slave 
trade was conducted by land, and in this case evidence is scanty. We may 
therefore only give some estimations, cautiously using sources that have 
already been exploited . On the basis of what we have seen in the previ-
ous pages, Genoa’s imports of slaves from Caffa are estimated at around 
250,000, between the 1370s and the 1470s; Venice is estimated to have 
imported another 100,000 slaves from Tana and the Balkans. Some of 
them were sold in Italy, but most in Egypt. However, current research 
suggests we must be skeptical of these figures; Caffa customs data did not 
make any distinction between slaves and other passengers, and the first 
detailed analyses of the archives of daily registers and ships confirm the 
suspicion that the number of slaves per boat and those declared at the 
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customs office were far fewer than usually stated (hundreds rather than 
thousands per year).138

Quantitative information on the trade route between India, Persia, 
and Inner Asia is even scantier than for Genoa and Venice. As a whole, we 
can estimate that there were about 200,000 Indian slaves in Bukhara, to 
which we may add other 200,000 Iranian slaves.

Ottoman and Russian archives provide good data on third network, 
connecting inner Asia, Russia, and Crimea. Russians seized by Tatars 
between the sixteenth and the first half of the seventeenth century are 
estimated at about 200,000. Many of them were sold to the Ottomans, 
but an undetermined portion was kept in Inner Asia and the Crimea. In 
particular, between the fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries, Crimean 
Tatars sold at least 2,000 slaves a year, or a total of 400,000, to the 
Ottomans.

A compilation of estimates indicates that Crimean Tatars seized about 
1,750,000 Ukrainians, Poles, and Russians in the following centuries, 
from 1468 to 1695.139 Crimean export statistics indicate that around 
10,000 slaves a year, including Circassians, went to the Ottomans, sug-
gesting a total of approximately 2,500,000 from 1450 to 1700.140

From 1800 to 1909, the Ottomans imported some 200,000 slaves 
from the Caucasus, mainly Circassians, with another 100,000 or so arriv-
ing with their Circassian masters in the 1850s and 1860s.141 On average, 
between 1800 and 1875, the Ottomans imported 18,000 slaves per year 
from Caucasus and Crimea, for an overall figure of 1,350,000 slaves.

The available, but still-incomplete, data provide the following num-
bers for the exports of slaves from Inner Asia and Russia: 4,000,000 to 
the Ottoman Empire; 400,000 through Venice’s and Genoa’s ports on 
the Black Sea; and 700,000 Persians and Indians traded in Central Asia. 
We lack data on internal trade, caravan trade, and the number of people 
who died during transportation. If we want start from a lower hypothe-
sis, we may affirm that the Inner Asian slave trade that escaped customs 
statistics might reach half of this latter trade. We therefore come to about 
6,000,000–6,500,000 people traded as slaves in Central Asia between the 
eleventh and the nineteenth century. This figure surely underestimates 
reality; however, even our minimal estimates permit some conclusions. 
First, the slave trade in Central Asia and Russia was the most important in 
the premodern era, and it does not rank far below the importance of later 
slave trade in other areas: eleven million people were traded along the 
trans-Sahara, Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean routes between the seventh 
and the twentieth century, as were eleven million slaves on the transatlan-
tic route, from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century.142
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From this standpoint, the history of slavery in Russia and Central Asia 
confirms what previous studies on Mediterranean slavery have already 
shown, that is, the importance of precolonial slavery, in particular out-
side the transatlantic route, and furthermore, the importance of these 
early routes in terms of the organization of labor, legal rules, and trans-
national powers. The slave trade in Russia and Central Asia was con-
nected to the stabilization of territorial powers, the evolution of warfare, 
and the monopoly on violence. Indeed, the history of war captives and 
kholopy in Russia is linked to the incredible expansion of Muscovy and 
Russia and to the evolution of inner social relationships. Between the 
thirteenth and the sixteenth centuries, captives and slaves were commonly 
exchanged between the khanates, Safavid Persia, the Byzantine Empire, 
India, Genoa, and Venice. The slave trade accompanied general trade. 
Previous historiography estimated a decline of the caravan trade in Cen-
tral Asia in connection with the development of the sea trade in the Med-
iterranean143 and then in connection with European powers’ penetration 
into the Indian Ocean.144 A number of studies have recently reevaluated 
the efficiency of inland trade and confirmed that Central Eurasian trade 
did not decline after the seventeenth century but only shifted its objects, 
tools, leading groups, centers, and axes. The Mongols’ power had guar-
anteed trade for centuries; their decline did not mean a decline of Central 
Asia, insofar as the Russians progressively took their place, while in the 
south, over all those centuries, the Safavids, Mughals, and the Ottoman 
Empire also ensured trade and economic growth.145 The horse trade, 
mentioned previously, was central: between 60,000 and 100,000 horses 
were imported each year from Inner Asia to Kabul—and from there sent 
to India.146 In the eighteenth century, this trade reached 400,000 to 
800,000 horses per year.147

Textiles were the other major item traded in Inner Asia. In the mid-sev-
enteenth century, India sent 25–30,000 camel-loads of cotton to Iran. 
This trade did not disappear with the arrival of the British, because as the 
imports of Indian textile to Britain drastically increased in the eighteenth 
century, Indian production increased to meet British and Central Asian 
demand. The silk trade between India, Iran, and Russia was also import-
ant; as mentioned earlier, Iran sold about half its raw-silk exports to Rus-
sia and the other half to Britain, at the turn of the eighteenth century. 
However these figures are scattered and incomplete; most new evidence 
comes from archeology and is hard to quantify. More generally, statis-
tics from the Western trading companies and non-Western merchants in 
Inner Asia leave out data from Russia and the Ottoman Empire. Even 
if the Ottoman Empire’s economic decline in the face of the Western 
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expansion did not clearly materialize before the eighteenth century, in 
the seventeenth century real wages in Istanbul and other Ottoman towns 
were already lagging behind those of major Western European areas.148 
Pointing out that Inner Asian trade did not collapse with the “rise of the 
West” is not meant to encourage a debate on the great divergence and 
relative rates of growth between Western Europe and Asia. Even if, for 
example, the importance of the textile and horse trade between India and 
Inner Asia is relevant to the debate about the impact of British expansion 
on India, and, eventually, on the Ottoman Empire, such topics lie beyond 
the scope of this book. Instead, I have stressed the persisting vitality of 
the Inner Asian trade in its connection with geopolitical dynamics and 
the slave trade in order to understand the main features of the expansion 
of the Muscovy and the rise of the Russian Empire. Starting from this, 
we are ready to face the main issues directly related to our investigation: 
the relationship between the slave trade and general trade in Inner Asia 
with the rise of serfdom in Russia, and the temporality and rhythm of the 
ensuing Russian growth as compared to that of the West. Indeed, Rus-
sian expansion in the steppes went along with the increasing importance 
of war captives (in institutional and economic terms, as we have shown) 
and, then, with the end of kholopy and the generalization of new forms of 
bondage, namely serfdom, in the Russian Empire.
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